
What is Non-Duality and why is it important?

Pure Space. The Total Awareness of Consciousness. HereNow Presence. The Silence from which all 

noises arise. The Oneness from which all separation comes. Pure Light. Our True Nature of Pure Unborn 

Light. Others may refer to it as 'The Blank Screen.' It is the backdrop upon which all arises and falls. The 

undifferentiated base reality (...'before' it is made specific). We would do well to include it in our 

understandings. It is The Understanding to understand! The Context, for everything and all. Broader 

Awareness (...and realising the Non-Dual is all about broadening ones awareness in duality's play...) 

means a greater capacity for more informed choices (from a dualistic, directional point of view... as all 

direction exist in duality, multiplicity, plurality). Know the All you are channelling into the specific! Pure 

Potential. This is not 'out there.' It is Ultimate Reality. The 'One without a second.' It Is You! If you have 

any existence at all, it is most certainly this. The Non-Dual Primarily. 'Then,' the dual secondarily. And all 

is One, in Stillness and in movement.

What is 'The Witness State'?

Stepping back to see. (Out of duality and dualistic investment, into the Broader Space of Awareness). The 

Witness is the Pure Consciousness that Sees. That everything else is seen by, in service to, and the 

contents of. It is the non-invested nature (Non-invested in anything less than Itself... the Non-Dual Truth... 

which... if you have gone 'far back enough'... simply Is). The One Light on the screen upon which all 

projections are cast. Everything else (all the images 'on the screen,' i.e. impressions in the mind...) is 

contained in this Pure Light of the Witness- Witnessing Awareness- and is the contents of its Space (or 

perhaps, its 'Imagination'). The Witness is a way of saying the Pure Non-Dual Consciousness, as it 

operates in us. Even the contents of Awareness that the Witness (Pure Awareness) watches (thoughts, 

actions, forms...), are this Pure Awareness also. But taking on apparently limited from. For the purposes 

of a Divine Play. The Divine Movement of The One- which appears in subject/object form(s) as the 

(divine) movement of duality. For how else, if we are to have (a) world(s) of possibility?

What is 'Flow,' in (or from) a Non-Dual context?

It is forgetting the limited self-investment. It is naturally aligning to the movement of Life as a Whole, in 

whatever you are doing, to the extent your individual self is consumed in the larger movement of Life 

Itself.

What are the pitfalls of Non-Duality?

Ooohwa... many. This is a delicate path- the path to get to the Fullness of this Realisation. It requires 

discrimination and is the Path of Direct Inquiry into the Nature of Being. What Being? Your Being. The 

Being. Reality. It. This. It is not belief in anything a Non-Dual teacher/person/character in the play 

(whatever they call themselves!) says. For this is just heady, conceptual, adopting an idea. When the 

realisation is a process in consciousness (yes, in duality), which eventually strips away through 

questioning (your questioning, of you), discarding falsehoods through testing testing testing (your testing) 

what is really real for you (for Consciousness... all is one, remember?!). It is not even consciously 'Non-

Dual'... until it is. This is all Your Journey! It is what it is for you, at whatever stage you are at. But 

broadly speaking, the dual, after full expression, gives way to the Non-Dual... with direct inner 

realisation. This is the giving way! So while one pitfall is to just choose to believe a truth because 

mentally you like it, the other is to abandon the search (in duality! To abandon the duality...) before you 

are ready. Each person must come to the limits of their own understand before transcending it. Otherwise 

it is a trap, and is not liberation, but some kind of self-satisfied giving up. The adoption of a truth that 

doesn't quite fit you. A denial that thinly veils a suffering sadness of being. So many 'Non-Dualists' are 

actually this. So there's the disassociation with dualistic reality that's a pitfall. Because it's 'all illusion' is 
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usually the reason given. (And it might be, but...) It may not be the Ultimate Reality, but the appearance 

of duality must be the will of the Ultimate Reality, for at least as long as it is appearing. So to hit the 'exit' 

or 'escape' button on (your) reality before time has led you to your own direct knowing of the Truth, is to 

do a huge injustice to Life Itself. Life is Ultimate Essence (The Non-Dual) that journeys through 

experience (the dual). The purpose is to go out and come back. And this process has to happen in you. 

You are this process! We all are. This is One Process. We call it the Universe. So, seen rightly, while Non-

Duality is not a cop-out, it is also not a 'quick fix' (a flimsy- or often fortified- mental adoption that is not 

felt with the Whole Being). It has to be felt with the Whole Being! Often deep spiritual practice is 

required to get there. Here. Self-Realisation. The Timeless takes time! We must search until the search 

naturally falls away. And not abandon it before, just because some dude on a stage all calm and relaxed 

and articulate next to a bunch of flowers with an audience says so. And along these lines, another pitfall is 

superiority. Using Non-Duality to make yourself superior to all the people who 'haven't realised it yet.' To 

adopt and leverage it, rather ironically- as an individual identity! And yes, there is an element of it being 

Great to align with Life Itself, and there is a hierarchy of Realisation and the Universal structures of 

Natural Law... but if you're feeling superior about it, it is to do with the lesser unhealed aspects of yourself 

that are now due to be healed. Another pitfall is relegating the importance of duality so your inadequacies 

within it are (or appear to be) neutralised. An avoidance strategy for not dealing with shit that really needs 

to be dealt with. Past hurts and trauma, maybe. Somebody who realises the Truth of Non-Duality sees that 

all aspects of the play- all people and all things at all stages- have their unique and special place in the 

unfolding of the Whole. The outright denial of this is usually only found in those who claim to be realised 

but aren't. Perhaps they are avoiding their own particular responsibility. People who've glimpsed the truth 

but haven't integrated the whole picture. Much like Mindfulness is good, but contains the risk of 'just 

watching' ones suffering rather than doing anything about it (and being encouraged to do so by 

mindfulness drones who have adopted an image of peace rather than gone deeply through their shit to get 

to it... not to deny the good teachers out there...), Non-Duality is Beautiful, and yet there is a lot of 

bullshit around it. The main risk is not in the reality of it, for that is sound- but in how that reality is 

interpreted. Sadly, Non-Duality can attract those who are ungrounded in the day-to-day, or who are in 

denial of it. Yes, let's become Self-Realised- let's know the Ultimate. But we need to Integrate it. And 

maybe it's all a matter of process and stages. We go from limited, to Unlimited (...sometimes our nervous 

systems and spiritual bodies are blown and we go 'off planet' a bit...) and then... the Integration. So there's 

an element of being with Love, letting the journey take place...

What is duality and why is it important?

Duality is the 'counterpart' to Non-Duality. It is its lived experience as we know it, in terms of a solid 

world of separation. If Non-Duality is the Oneness before expression, and the 'final resting place' after 

expression is exhausted – and the Boundless 'container' in which all impressions, expressions and 

experiences exist (and yes, is beyond expression, and yet within it)... then duality is all the contents of life 

that exist on a spectrum and spectrums of time and space. The separation of things, times and places that 

allows for differentiation and variation and the richness of the living! Black to white (and all the 

colours!), Light to dark, Centre to Edges, periphery to Core (and all the degrees in-between...). Here to 

there and there to Here. Duality is the appearance of the Journey. The Exploration. The Quest. The 

Magical Occurrence of Life, happening! While Non-Duality is Life Itself, duality is the forms and 

expressions it takes. Non-Duality can be likened to Pure Spirit, and duality the Earth-bound experience. 

And the two are One (in Ultimate Reality- but apparently not in duality and dualistic experience!). And 

This One expands and contracts, heats and cools, loses itself and finds Itself (dualistic principles!). We 

Are, Indeed, The Divine Journey, of the One Ever-Presence.

~Nathan Godolphin
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